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"The Excellent Saint
and the
Rosh Yeshivah"
an appreciation of

Rabbi Awaham Aharon Shatzkes
and Rabbi Yerucham Gorelick
of blessed memory

by Dr. Norman Lamm,
President, Yeshiva University
Rosh Hayeshivah, Rabbi Isaac Elchanan
Theological Seminary

respect for human dignity (kevod ha-beriot) is
desirable, and vengeance and vindicativeness are
undesirable. But there is no one character type
or personality structure that is inherently
superior or more prevalent than any other. In
the realm of Torah, one finds a plethora of personalities, a pluralism of types, and this makes
the world of Talmidei hakhamim far more interesting and vital than if the Torah personalities
were uniform, homogeneous, and monochromatic.
The two great Roshei Yeshiva whom we mourn
and memorialize were in many ways directly opposed to each other in personality, cast of mind,
and the form of their interpersonal relationships.
Yet these two characterological antonyms were
unified not only in the friendship they felt for
each other and the derekh eretz with which they
treated each other, but also in their uncompromising commitment to Torah and their
mutual dedication to our Yeshiva.
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The Sages teach us in the Midrash (Tanhuma,
Pinhas 10; and in somewhat different form in the
Talmud; Ber. 58a and Sanh. 38a):
rruu "jnvn V>K -p nt1? nt ymu; "[msiy-is "pKu; DUO
Just as people's faces differ from each other, so
the deiot of each person are different from those
of every other person. Deiot here means not only
opinions; but also personalities. Similarly, when
the Rambam writes about Hilkhot Deiot, he refers
to a study of character and personality.
The world created by the Holy One is remarkably rich, not only in its natural diversity but also
in its human variety. If this is true of ordinary
human beings, then a fortiori, how much more
so is it true for scholars whose deiot (in both
meanings, that of intellectual outlook and of
character attributes) are formed by the holy
Torah. Just as shiv'im panim le-torah, there is no
homogeneous, single approach to Torah but
rather 70 different ways of interpreting it, so
shiv'im panim le'lomdei torah, there is an enormous variety of types of scholars and we must not
expect amongst them one idealized monolithic
personality.
Of course, individual traits are clearly marked
in Halakhah as desirable or undesirable: thus,

Rabbi Avraham Aharon Shatzkes ZT'L

Rabbi Avraham Aharon Shatzkes was restrained, irenic, introverted. Rabbi Yerucham
Gorelick was stormy, ironic, extroverted. And
each used his own individuality, his tekhunot
ha-nefesh, for the purpose of furthering his own
avodat ha-Shem. We at Yeshiva are fortunate that
we were blessed with both these types: Ha-Shem
oze le'ammo yiten —the Almighty gave us the
power and the aggressiveness of Reb Yerucham,
and ha-Shem yevarekh et ammo va-shalom, He
gave us the peaceful and serene character of Reb
Avraham Aharon.
Reb Avraham Shatzkes had his character
molded by both nature and nurture. His father's
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stepfather was the famous Reb Yitzhak Blazer,
known in Yeshiva circles as "Reb Itzelle Peterburger/' one of the three most distinguished students of R. Israel Salanter, the founder of the
Musar movement. The ideology of Musar, the
teaching of inwardness, of anavah, of introspection; of deliberate awareness of one's moral inadequacies, became a part of Reb Avraham Aharon's natural environment. It saturated the very
atmosphere whose air he breathed.
Reb Avraham Aharon revered (as who did not?)
his illustrious father, Reb Moshe Shatzkes, the
"Lomzer Rav" of blessed memory. I had the
privilege; when I was a youngster of 19; here at
Yeshiva; of having him as my Rosh Yeshiva. He
was sigaon of world class, a man of encyclopaedic
knowledge, blessed with intellectual acuity,
pleasantly absent-minded, and graced with a
keen sense of humor. A man of patriarchal dignity
and handsomeness, his very mien and visage reflected the aristocracy of Torah. His very appearance, let alone his conduct and his knowledge
and his teaching; bespoke the majesty of Torah.
And the Lomzer Rav had a profound effect on
raising his beloved son to a life of distinction in
Torah.
Reb Avraham Aharon learned in the Yeshiva of
Mir and went with them in exile to Shanghai.
Later; with the help of Rabbi Ahron Kotler; of
blessed memory; he came to the U.S. and joined
his father here at Yeshiva Rabbi Isaac Elchanan,
teaching Torah and guiding his many students
for forty years. He married the daughter of a great,
well-known rabbinic scholar; Rabbi Hayyim Korb
of Chicago, and they had two sons who gave
their parents and us much reason to be very
proud: Yechiel, one of our own musmakhim,now
a businessman in England, and Shaul, who
learned at various Yeshivot; together they are the
heirs of their distinguished family tradition.
Rabbi Avraham Aharon Shatzkes was one of
the finest examples I have ever had the pleasure
to know of how Torah shapes the personality,
refines the attributes, and sanctifies one's divine
Image. There are some people who teach Torah
and who describe for a pupil the ideal traits that
the Torah should ultimately develop, but the personal achievement of their characterological
ideals in the course of their ongoing social relationships remains a life-long struggle for them
as for others. Whereas, a gifted, blessed few succeed in achieving their goal almost at once, and
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in what appears an effortless and almost uncomplicated way. They not only teach, but they live
the middot that the Torah seeks to develop in
us. The Midrash (in Lev. R.) teaches us:
ninan riK im
The mitzvot were given to Israel to purify us, to
temper our character and our personality. Some
achieve this goal quickly and relatively easily.
Others struggle grievously. Those of us who
learned the 7th chapter of Shabbat know that
metzaref, the tempering of metal, is a form of
labor that requires putting metal through fire
and then through cold water. When Rav says;
therefore, that the mitzvot were given to temper
and refine one's character, that means that one
has to struggle and go through fire and water,
that only at the cost of pain and suffering can
he obtain a refined character. But no matter how
this good character is achieved, it remains the
same goal for everybody: the mitzvot lead to purity, goodness, and nobility.
The Rambam in chapter 6 of his Shemoneh
Perakim poses the following problem: which is
more valuable, the man of innate moral excellence, of saintliness and pure character (he-hasid
ha-meuleh); or the man who, in order to attain
this level; has to suppress his own id and urges
and impulses; to master his own yetzer ha-ra
(ha-kovesh etyitzro ve'ha-moshel be'nafsho)? The
Rambam tells us that this matter was apparently
in dispute. The Greek philosophers taught that
the former is the favored type; whereas the Sages
of Israel preferred the latter. For instance; the
Sages said that he who is greater than his fellow
is possessed of more powerful urges; or they
taught that le'fum tzaara agra, that the greater
the struggle to attain something of value; the
greater the reward. We seem to have two conflicting views. But the Rambam taught that there is
no controversy between Philosophers and Sages.
Rather, both agree that for those elements of
character that we define as mitzvot sikhliot,as
rational, self-evident moral and ethical imperatives that operate usually in the social sphere,
he-hasid ha-meuleh (the morally excellent saint)
is superior; we must train ourselves so that our
moral and ethical responses become almost automatic. Whereas, when it comes to mitzvot
shimiyot, the traditional or revelational or disciplinary commandments, such that without specific divine legislation we would not know them
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(such as the forbidden foods); it is best that one
not reject them out of habit; but rather confront
temptation and master it anew each time. For
instance; one should not say; "I can't bear nonkosher food"; rather; "I would love it; but what
can I do if my Creator forbade it to me?" In this
case; "the one who represses his urges" is greater
than the man of innate moral excellence.
If I had to find a title for Reb Avraham Aharon
ShatzkeS; it would be he-hasid ha-meuleh, the
superb man of excellent saintliness. He was; if
you will; a Torah gentleman of the most refined
moral instincts and ethical dispositions. The
great thinker; poet; and martyr; Hillel Zeitlin;
once said; when writing about Hasidism; that it
taught not only Torah min ha-shamayim but
Torah she'hi shamayim — not only does Torah
come from Heaven; but Torah is Heaven. I would
paraphrase that about Reb Avraham Aharon
Shatzkes: He not only taught Torah; but he was
a teaching of Torah. He was himself a heftza shel
Torah in teaching how Torah is metzarefet haberiyot, how it tempers people; refines them ; elevates them; ennobles them.
He was always me'orav im ha-beriyot: a pleasant and undemanding man; cheerful; a welcome
smile on his lips; sensitive to the feelings of
others; considerate; a modest man who symbolized Torah shel hessed. Truly; he was he-hasid
ha-meuleh.
But we must be careful not to oversimplify the
Maimonidean typology. The man who controls
his urges may have a longer; more open and
obvious battle for self-control in order to attain
his goals. But the "excellent saint" is not necessarily one who is born a saint; who never had
problems in defining and directing his life. The
whole brunt of Rambam's characterology in his
Shemoneh Perakim and his Hilkhot Deiot is that
our innate dispositions are haphazard and we
must rationally develop moderation and good
character. The "excellent saint" too must struggle
and suffer in order to train his moral reactions;
it is only that his struggle is concealed rather
than revealed. His cry of anquish is uttered in
silence; and the emotional ravages of his wrestling match with his yetzer ha-ra are disguised
behind a serene manner and a smiling visage.
But the prize of such saintliness is attained only
as a result of eternal vigilance; self-inspection;
and ceaseless self-control. Success never comes
easy.

Rabbi Shatzkes was a great pashtan: simple;
straightforward; consistent; and apparently uncomplicated. But it is enormously difficult to attain such great simplicity. Even he-hasid hameuleh must exercise great depths of understanding to become such a pashtan. For example;
the model of a pashtan amongst the Patriarchs
is clearly our Father Isaac. He is simple: protected
by mother and father from the blandishments
and aggressiveness of Ishmael; listens to his
father when he is brought to the Akedah; obeys
his father without question when it came to a
shiddukh; and always seems plain to the point
of passivity. Yet the Midrash (Gen. R.) and the
Kabbalah identify Isaac with the 5th of the Ten
Seifirot; with Gevurah rather than with IJessed.
Gevurah means strength not in the ordinary
sense of physical power and aggressiveness; but
rather the strength of tzimtzum, of being able to
curb and control one's self; to exercise self-restraint. Gevurah in this sense means to be able
to turn your strength inwards:
nK

Tim

Real Gevurah thus emerges as moral might and
heroism.
Such Gevurah is no facile property. For an am haaretz it is easy enough to be plain and simple.
But by pashtan I mean someone who has arrived
at "simplicity" by means of great moral struggle
and psychological complexity. Such a person appears simple in the outward results of his inner
dynamics. He who succeeds in being simple, is
not necessarily a simpleton. For a talmid hakham,
whose intellectual life is spent mastering the
complexities of a sugyah, traversing the tortuous
byways and pathways and alleyways of halakhic
reasoning and discourse; to be a pashtan is a
heroic achievement. To attain such a result; a
scholar of Torah needs enormous moral resources of Gevurah. He must curb his natural
tendencies towards the complicated and the
complex; the subtle and the barely detected
nuance. He has to perceive and reflect the broad
outlines of character that; outwardly; appear as
the easy and simple and happy combination that
is borne by he-faasid ha-meuleh.
Indeed; in order to achieve such Gevurah one
must practice not to see, not to remember; and
not to perceive. Permit me to explain. One of the
greatest thinkers in the last several generations;
the author of Benei Yisaskhar, comments on the
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teachings of the sages
(TK nnN) niDT *\2b DHKH bi DK ]i mn
that if your friend does something and you have
two ways of judging him, either "realistically/
attributing his actions to malice and bad motives,
or charitably, seeking out the best interpretation
of his deeds, you must do the latter and give him
the benefit of the doubt. But how can one do
this when one knows that a fellowman did indeed
perform a transgression out of malevolence or at
best indifferent motives? Knowing the psychology of human beings, and the nastiness that lies
so close to the soul, are we indeed being truthful
in judging another le kafzekhut —charitably?
The Benei Yisaskhar answers by referring to
another Mishnah in Avot (3:19)—
rtnrn menm "nay tan
—the Almighty foresees everything, yet we are
possessed of free will. But is this not a contradiction? Does not divine foreknowledge mean that
I must do what He has foreseen, that I am denied
free choice between good and evil? The answer
of a number of Rishonim is that the Almighty
practices tzimtzum, He deliberately curbs His
own foreknowledge. He decides not to see, not
to know, hence not to coerce man's choice. So,the
Benei Yisaskhar teaches us, we must imitate the
divine act of self-denial—
Imitatio Dei or
and man too must refrain from knowing too
much of the human proclivity for the base and
the ugly. We must not see, not know, not understand our friend's "real" character; instead—we
must judge him charitably, le'kaf zekhut. This is
the essence of Jewish Gevurah: to know how to
pull back, to know when not to look at another
person's character, and to achieve "simplicity".
Rabbi Shatzkes, of blessed memory, a great
lamdan who was raised on a diet of Ketzot haIjoshen and Reb Akiva Eger and Reb Hayyim,
practiced that Gevurah. His simplicity was practical and deliberate and heroic. It was exercised
so often that it became part of his very self.
No wonder that he left such a legacy of love
and devotion in his own family and amongst his
colleagues and his students. We admired him
and we cherished him. He was loyal to us, especially to our Yeshiva. For forty years he resisted
the temptation of moving away from this neighborhood because he wanted not only to teach
in the "Beis Medrash," but to "daven" here as well.
He was our he-hasid ha-meuleh, and his memory

will always be a source of blessing to all of us.
Zekher tzaddik li'verakhah.
Rabbi Yerucham Gorelick appeared at all times
to be engaged in some kind of titanic inner struggle. He was a cauldron of activity and movement,
of perpetual motion. He was a man of striking,
sometimes startling contradictions. He appeared
to be moving in different directions simultaneously. He was a man of changing moods, of profound dialectical tensions, although he was at
all times an ish ha-emet, a man of unshakable
integrity. He was the Rambam's second type, hakovesh etyitzro ve'ha-moshel be'nafsho, the one
who constantly wrestles with his own self and
emerges triumphant.

Rabbi Yerucham Gorelick ZT'L

It appears to me that the most tragic contradiction in the life of this man of contradictions was—
his death. For over a year, 15 months to be exact,
he was immobilized, hovering in or near coma,
suffering a lingering paralysis. What a stark and
terrible contrast to his whole life, which was one
of activity and movement, so much so that when
you came into the presence of Reb Yeruchem
you could almost feel a charged electric field all
about him!
When King David eulogized Abner, the general
of Saul's forces, we find two expressions that
epitomize the grief we feel at Reb Yerucham's
fate. Abner defected from Saul in order to help
King David establish his throne, and David received Abner with open arms and friendship. A
little later, the same Abner was assassinated by
David's own general, Joab, silently, in the dark
of night. We read David's eulogy:
taa rnttsn ,-1)3*01 "unN TIN -|^nn pip»i

